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Resonant Compton scattering of photons by electrons in the field of coherent light is considered. The 
dependence of the scattered photon frequency on the electron and incident photon 4-momenta and also 
on the intensity of the light beam is derived. The resonance nature of the differential cross section for 
Compton scattering is discussed. The lifetime of electron states with a definite quasi-energy is com
putedl11J in order to evaluate the magnitude of the eross section at resonance points. A numerical esti
mate shows that the resonant Compton scattering total cross section for laser radiation intensities at
tainable at present may exceed the ordinary Compton-effect cross section by several orders of mag
nitude. The magnitude of the integral cross section for resonance Moller scattering is estimated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the author's preceding paperl 1 J (henceforth cited 
as I) it was shown, using the effect of scattering of an 
electron by an electron, that the probabilities of the 
processes occurring in the field of a plane monochro
matic light wave, which are processes of second order 
of perturbation theory with respect to the interaction 
with the quantized electromagnetic field, have a reso
nant character: at certain ratios of the 4 -momenta of 
the particles taking part in the scattering process, the 
differential probability of such a process becomes in
finite. The resonant behavior of the probabilities is 
connected with the discrete nature of the virtual energy 
spectrum of the electron in the field of the plane wave. 
It is of interest to investigate other second-order proc
esses in the field of a laser beam, particularly Comp
ton scattering. 

Compton scattering of a laser beam was considered 
from various points of view. l2 - 5 J The frequency of the 
scattered photons, as shown by the investigations, de
pends on the intensity of the laser beam. l2 - 4 J In addi
tion, at sufficiently high intensity of the coherent light 
beam, processes in which several laser photons are ab
sorbed simultaneously become important. In the cited 
investigations they considered a process of first-order 
in the interaction with the quantized electromagnetic 
field. In the present paper we consider a second-order 
process -scattering of a photon by an electron moving 
in the field of a laser beam. 

In the derivation of the equations for the matrix ele
ments of the processes under consideration, it is possi
ble to use a quasiclassical approximation, in which the 
laser beam is described classically as an external field 
of definite intensity, and the electrons and photons which 
do not belong to the laser beam are described quantum
mechanically. The amplitude of the probability of the 
process is determined as the S-matrix element 

(ci>~~>ISici>~~>>. (A) 

Here I <I>1~>)""' I kf 1 > >.r>; ••• ; kfn> >.. \n>; Pi ai) is the state of 

the field with one free electron with momentum Pi and 
spin ai and n photons with momenta and polarizations 

k\S> and >..\S> (s = 1, 2, 3, ... , n) respectively. The inter
action Hamiltonian Hint with the aid of which the S
matrix is determined describes the interaction of the 
electrons with either a quantized or an external electro
magnetic field. The reduced S-matrix element corre
sponds to a process in which the scattering of the elec
tron is accompanied by absorption of n photons and 
emission of m photons. If we now confine ourselves in 
the expansion of the S-matrix contained in expression 
(A), in the perturbation -theory series in Hint. to the 
required number of orders in the interaction with the 
quantized electromagnetic field (this number of orders 
is determined by the sum of the number of real photons 
and by double the number of virtual photons taking part 
in the process) and sum over all orders of the interac
tion with the external field (see, for example, lBJ ), we 
then obtain the following result: all the wave and Green's 
functions of the free electrons in the matrix element are 
replaced respectively by the wave and Green's functions 
of the electrons in a classical external field. 

Besides the quasiclassical treatment, it is also pos
sible to use a full quantum-mechanical description of 
the processes occurring in the field of a laser beam. 
This is done by introducing coherent quantum statesl7 J 
for the description of the laser field. The coherent 
states, which contain both information on the average 
number of photons in the beam and phase information, 
are apparently the most suitable approximation of the 
field of a laser beam. As shown by Kibblel8 J, both ap
proaches based on the use of coherent states, the semi
classical and the quantum-mechanical one, are per
fectly equivalent if radiative corrections are neglected 
(cf. also l9 J ). 

In Sec. 2 we derive an expression for the probability 
of scattering of a photon of frequency wi by an electron 
in the field of a plane monochromatic wave of frequency 
w. We prove the gauge invariance of the obtained ex
pression. The formula for the frequency of the scattered 
quantum in different limiting cases leads to the usual 
formula for the Compton effect and the formula obtained 
by Brown and Kibblel 2 J and by Gol'dman.l 4 J A resonant 
behavior of the scattering probability is noted and a 
formula is derived for the resonant frequency of the 
photon. 
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The probability at the resonance points can be calcu
lated by the same method as in the case of resonant 
transitions between the stationary states of a discrete 
spectrum, for example, in the effect of scattering of a 
photon by a bound electron, [lOJ the only difference being 
that we consider a nonstationary state with definite 
quasi-energy in lieu of the stationary state of the elec
tron. lllJ When account is taken of the interaction be
tween an electron situated in the field of a laser beam 
and a quantized electromagnetic field, the electron un
dergoes transitions from a state with a given quasi
energy into a state with a different value of the quasi
energy. The lifetime of the state of an electron with a 
given quasi -energy becomes finite. Formally, the finite 
lifetime can be taken into account by ascribing complex 
values to the quasi -energy. The imaginary part of the 
quasi-energy (the radiative width of the state) is calcu
lated in Sec. 3. 

In Sec. 4 we present a numerical estimate for the 
cross section of the resonant Compton scattering. As 
shown by calculation, for modern lasers the cross sec
tion of resonant scattering can exceed by several orders 
of magnitude the cross section of the ordinary Compton 
scattering. 

In I, to eliminate the infinities at the resonant points 
in the cross section of the Moller scattering, the Green's 
function of the free photon was replaced by the Green's 
function of the photon in an external field. For a correct 
analysis of the resonances it is necessary, besides mak
ing such a substitution, to take into account also the 
"spreading" of the states of the electron with definite 
quasi-energy under the influence of the quantized elec
tromagnetic field. In Sec. 5 we present an expression 
for the integral cross section of the Moller scattering 
with allowance for the radiative width of the electrons 
with a definite quasi-energy, as calculated in Sec. 3. 

2. RESONANT COMPTON SCATTERING 

The probability amplitude for the scattering of a 
photon with 4-momentum ki by an electron with 4-
momentum Pi in a classical external field A is deter
mined by the expression11 (kf and Pf are the 4-momen
ta of the photon and of the electron in the final state) 

M;~t = -ie' ~ rl'z,d'z,;j,"p1 (z,IA) {Ak;(z1)G(z,z2 IA)Ak,(z2 ) (1) 

+A~;., (z,) G (z, z,l A)iik; (zz)} 'ljlp, (zaiA), 

(2) 

where Aka (z) is the wave function of the photon with 
4-momentum ka = (wa, ka), and ea is the photon po
larization vector. Just as in I, we take as the external 
field the field of a plane monochromatic wave: 

A(z)=acosk'z, k'=wn,n=(i,n). (3) 

The wave function 1/Jp of the electron is best repre
sented in the form of a Fourier expansion: 

I) The notation is the same as in I. Only new sym bois are defined in 
the text. 

1 ~ [ (OI e '"a;, (t) J ..Po (z I !I)=-=- L.J L, (xp)- ---L, (xv) llp 

l'V,~- 2 np 

X exp[-i(pz + 2k'zx2v + rk'z)], (4a) 

Substitution of (4a) and (2) into the probability amplitude 
(1) and subsequent integration lead to the following re
sult (the expression for the Green's function is given in 
the Appendix of I): 

;,, B"v(P) ~I I }[ (OI e an (t) J J (5) + L,. (i)---2 ''Pi L_,. (i) U; , 
[),.(- kt) l•~o -k1+zk•x 2 .+s'k' o 

•t . 1 

(6) 
D,(k;) = (p; + k;- rom)"+ 4xz;wnk;- m2 + i£, e-+ +O. 

The functions BJl (p) can be transformed into 

The summation over r' and s' in the foregoing expres
sion can be readily carried out with the aid of the for
mula 

+oo 
"' (n) (m) £.:. £,, (Xpt)Lr'-t-r(Xp,) 

r'=-·oo 

1+11 
=- ~ rl<p (cos <p) n+m exp i [ (x1p,- x1p,) sin <p + (x2p, - x2,,)sin 2<p + np] 

2::1 -C< 

(8) 

With the aid of (7) and (8) it is easy to prove the invari
ance of the matrix element (5) against the transforma
tion a- a' = a + i\n, where i\ is an arbitrary constant. 

We now demonstrate the invariance of the probability 
amplitude Mi-f against the gauge transformation 

where i\a are arbitrary constants. When ef = kf, part 
of the matrix element (5), corresponding to the first 
term in the curly bracket, can be reduced by means of 
very cumbersome manipulations to the expression 

"' ( _ [L (OI (f)+ e ~(;_ L (11 (f) J k!B"v(P)~i I 
.~ ,\UJ r' 2 npj r' Dr(ki) p=p.+k-+2x .h'+s'k' 

1 ,S ,J I I 21 

AA 

[ (O) e an (t) J ) X £,, (i)---L,. (i) U; 
2 np; , 

(10) 
+oo AA AA 

"' ( _ [ (OI e an (1) J A [ (II e an (11 l ) = L \ llf [,, (!)+2-£,, (f) e; L,•+s(i)---. L,'+s(i) U; 
···~-oo np, 2 np, _, 

The second part of the matrix element can be trans
formed, after making the substitution ef - kf, into an 
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expression that differs from (10) only in sign. 
The differential scattering probability, averaged 

over the initial polarization states of the electrons and 
photons and summed over the final states, can be writ
ten in the form 

1 " I M,_, /' dp1 dk1 _ 1 1 e4 dp1dkt 
dwH = 4 ~ -----v-r- (211)3 (211)3 - 4 4E;Et 4W(1lt (211)2 

U, o 

X ~ 64 [p1 +k,-p1-k1 +2k'(x,1 -x,,)-sk'] 

P,,,,, (k~> k1) = n;;;,, (k,, k1) + n;~;,, (k,, t1), 

n;~;,, (k, k1) = "'·~/~"'g"Sp { (p1 + m) ,~. r;~> (f) 
yp.Br,+s', r,H'+s (p) y, IP=P;+k;+2X"k'+s'k' r<~J ( ') <'. + ) 

x D (k·) , l p, m ,, ' 
X ~ T~~l (i) y,B,,+~'. ,,+>''"' (p).yp./p~p1 ~~<1 +••21k'+>'k' T~~J (f))' 

,.,-,. D,,(k1) 

4 

n;~;,, (k,, kt) = ~ geeg" Sp { (Pt + m) p' r;~) (f) 
!J., v=l r , s 

v'YBr,fs', Ttrr'+S (p) YP.IP=Pckt+2Xzih'+s'k' r<-) . " ) 
X D,, (- kt) ,. (1) (P; + m 

X~ T~~J(i) y,Br.+"i',,,+;c'+s(P)•Ye/P~P1+k;+2•d•'"'"' T~~J(f)}' 
-,., ,. D,, (k1) 

]j"'' (P) = YoB;, (p) Yo, T~±l (a)= L;o> (a)± ~' ~ £;1> (a). 
" npa 

Here 6 denotes the sum over the spin states of the 
(J,/1. 

(11) 

(12) 

electrons and the polarization states of the photons in 
the initial and final states. The functions H~~f2s take 
the form 

, (I) " ..Jh 0 mn flkmn Dr, (ki)Dr 2 _ (ki)Hr 1r2s = LJ lirz. r2+.sLtrl> r1+s TtTz t 

l,k; mn 
(~0,1,2) 

(13) -R~:~.t;+i(i,p;f,p)= ~ L;~> (Pt)B;~,. c+c'+s(f5)L;~> (p;). 
r',s'=-oo 

Here f;~n are certain polynomials of fourth power in 
1 2 (Cl! 

ea. The complete expressions for the functions Hr i s 
1 2 

are very complicated. If we calculate the functions 
fr 1r 2 only in the zeroth approximation in ea, we get 

X R:'} r,+s(i, p; f, p) {- m2 (f5Pt) + (p;k;) (Ptk;) + 2m2 (p;k;) + 2m4}, 

(p = p; + k;) (14a) 

D,, (- kt)D,,' (k;)H}'},,(k,, kt) = 16R,~ r,+s(i,p; f,p)R~ r,+s(i, p; f,p) 

X {m2 [ptk;- 2p;kt + 2p;k;- k;kt + m2 +PiP!- Ptkt] 

- 2 (PiP! )[kiPi - p,kt- k;kt]}, p = Pi - kt. ( 14b) 

In order to carry out the integration with respect to 
dpf in (11), we shall use the following expression (we 
make the following change in the integration varia
bles: Cl, zJ Pf + 2k' K2f = q): 

<D, = ~ dp1-1-64[pt + kt- p;- k; + 2k' (xzt- Xz;)- sk~] 
2Et 

= ~ d'qll (q2 - m'2}8(qk') 64 [q + kt- p;- k; + 2k'x,,- sk'] 

= e (pile' + lc;k'- ktk') 6 [2p; ( k; - kt}- 2/c;kj + 2sk' (p; + k; - ktl 

+ 4x2ik' (k;- k1) ], EJ(x) = { 1• x > 0 . (15) 
0, x<O 

Let us consider the laboratory system of coordi
nates, in which the electron i is at rest (E:Pi = m, 

Pi = 0). In this system we obtain for the frequency of 
the scattered photon the formula 

{ [ ( sw e2a2 ) ·J ) 
Wf = SW + W; 1 + (1 - COS 8;) \--;;;- - 4m2 f 

{ w. ( sw e•a2 ' ) -1 
X 1+----'.(1-cosS)+ ----)1(1-cosSt) f , 

m m 4m2 

~ e2a2 > 0, 
k,kt 

cusS=--, 
Wiffij 

nka 
cos Sa=~ 

Wa 

(16a) 
(a= i,f). 

When ea = 0 and s = 0, this formula goes over into the 
ordinary formula for the Compton effect, and when wi 
= 0 it goes over into the formula obtained by Brown and 
KibbleczJ and by Gol'dmanc41 

I [ ( sw e2a2 ) J Wt=sw 1+ ---- (1-cosOt) . 
. m 4m2 

(16b) 

The frequency of the scattered photon Wf depends, ac
cording to (16a) on the intensity of the laser beam. As 
shown by Brown and Kibble, czJ this dependence is due to 
the change in the character of motion of the electron in 
the field of the laser beam compared with the free mo
tion: the electron moving in the field of the beam ac
quires an additional mass 6om2 = -e2a2/2. The depend
ence of the frequency of the scattered quantum on the 
intensity of the beam has a simple classical interpreta
tion (see csl) as the Doppler shift resulting from the fact 
that the electron which is initially at rest acquires in 
the field of the plane wave a non-zero average velocity 
in the direction of beam propagation. 

We shall henceforth confine ourselves to the nonrel
ativistic approximation: 

I e:: I~ 1, :. :. : ~ 1. (17) 

In this approximation, when Wi < w (formula (16a)), only 
processes with absorption of photons from the laser 
beam take place (s 2- 0). When Wi > w, processes with 
emission of photons of frequency w are also possible. 

As expected, the probability dwi-f (11) contains 
resonant singularities. At certain values of the 4-
momenta, the denominators of the expressions for 
Pr r s(kikf) vanish. For example, let Dr(ki) = 0 when 

1 2 

r = r* * 0. From this we obtain the following formula 
for the frequency of the incoming photon at resonance 
(in the laboratory system): 

'[ 
t r'w e2a2 \ l 

w· = r'w 1- --+-- (1-cosS-) 
1 I m 4m2 1 1 _' 

r' ~ 1. (18a) 

From the condition for the vanishing of the second de
nominator we get (Dr( -kr) = 0 

I [ ( r' w e2a2 ) l "'t =- r'w 1- -;;;: + 4m 2 (1- cos Ot). , r'.:;:;- 1. (18b) 

Thus, the resonance condition for the Compton scatter
ing has a very lucid form: resonance takes place when 
the energy of the scattered photon approximately coin
cides with the energy difference of any two virtual lev
els of the electron in the field of the plane wave (see 
formula (15) of 1). 

Using (15), we easily obtain an expression for the dif
ferential effective cross section of the Compton scat-
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tering in the laboratory system: 

e2a2 nk·-nkt ( 19) 
e/ = m + ffii + Sffi - ffit - -4 + '! k , rrt' m n ci- n f 

dOf is the element of the solid angle in the direction of 
the vector kf· 

In the absence of an external field (ea := 0) the func-
tions H<ll and H< 2 > take the form r 1r 2s r 1r 2s 

(20) 

With the aid of these relations, the cross section (19) in 
the absence of an external field can be reduced to the 
form 

dO'Iea~o= 702 ((j)')2 ((j)' + ffii -sin'e)aof, ro=.5:__. (21) 
2 CUi , Wi U)_f m 

This is a well known formula for the cross section of 
ordinary Compton scattering (see, e.g., l 101 ). 

We note that the cross section of the Compton scat
tering, calculated in l2• 41 at zero external field, van
ishes like an effect of first order in the interaction of 
the electron with the quantized electromagnetic field. In 
our case we consider a second-order effect which takes 
place also without a laser field. 

3. RADIATIVE WIDTH OF A STATE WITH 
DEFINITE QUASI-ENERGY 

As shown by Zel'dovich, [llJ among the states of the 
system with a Hamiltonian that is periodic in time, we 
can separate states with a definite quasi-energy which 
play the same role as the stationary states with definite 
energy in the theory with a statistical Hamiltonian. 
These states comprise a full set in terms of which an 
arbitrary state of the system can be expanded. States 
with different values of the quasi-energy are orthogonal 
to one another. When the interaction with the quantized 
electromagnetic field is turned on, transitions occur 
from a state from one quasi-energy into a state with an
other value of the quasi-energy, i.e., a "spreading" of 
the wave packet takes place in the quasi-energy space. 
Formally, such a "spreading" can be taken into account 
by regarding the quasienergy E:p as a complex quantity: 
E:p "' E:p - ir p· The value of r p is double the width (we 
shall call it the radiative width) of the state with quasi
energy E:p· Its reciprocal T p = ljr p determines the 
lifetime of the state with definite quasi-energy. 

In the case of the field of a plane wave, the states of 
the electron </Jp(z lA) are characterized by the value of 
the quasi-energy E:p = ..Jp2 + m2 + 2wK 2p· The states 
(4a), which belong to different values of the quasi
energy E:p, are orthogonal to one another. In our prob
lem, the spectrum of the quasi-energies is continuous. 

However, the spectrum of the virtual excitations of the 
system (formula (15) in I) turns out to be discrete. It 
is this discreteness which leads to a resonant behavior 
of the probabilities of the processes. 

Allowance for the finite lifetime of the states (4a) 
makes it possible to obtain the value of the scattering 
cross section at the resonant points. To this end it is 
necessary to replace the quasi-energy E:p in the de
nominators of (5) by E:p- ir p· 

The radiative width of the state with definite quasi
energy will be calculated in exactly the same way as 
for the stationary state.E101 The wave function of an 
electron interacting with a quantized electromagnetic 
field and with a classical field of a plane wave A satis
fies the equation 

(iV 1 -eA1 -m)•j> 1,r(1ILl)= ~ d'32.#t(1,2jA)1jlpr(2IA). (22) 

Here At (1, 21 A) is the electron mass operator. In per
turbation theory of second order in the interaction with 
the quantized electromagnetic field, this operator takes 
the form 

4 

.Jt (1,2IA)= ie2 L y"C(1,2jA)ymn:~>" (2, 1), 
n,m=l 

(23) 
. ' 1 :· "'<' {- ./:,':.: -- ~:)' 

D(O;\z1 -z2)= ---1 ci'lc------- .. 
(2:t) 4 • -;-ic 

, -r .:_ 0, 

where D< 0 >(z 1 - z 2 ) is the free Green's function of the 
photon. 

We seek the solution of (22) in the form (the chosen 
form of the solution is justified by the subsequent cal
culations) 

(24) 

Ep is the sought function and </Jp(z lA) is the solution of 
the Dirac equation (4a). Substitution of (24) in (22) 
yields 

yo£ p'ljlp (z I A)= ~ d'zzAt (z, z,IA) exp{- iE p (tz- t) }'ljlp (zziA), (25) 

We multiply both sides of (25) from the left by ~(z lA) 
and integrate over the volume V (normalization vol
ume); taking into account the orthonormality of the 
functions </Jp (z I A), we get 

Ep= ~ dr ~ d4z2;pp(ziA)At(z,z2 IA)'Ijlp(z2 IA)exp{-iEp(t,-t)}.(26) 
(\') 

The integral equation (26) can be solved by successive 
approximations. In the zeroth approximation 

</!~ (z I A) = </Jp(z I A) and consequently E~> = 0. In the 
first approximation we obtain 

EJ!l = S dr ~ d4z2;j;p (z I A) .fft (z, zziA) 'ljlp (zziA). (27) 
(V) 

Using (23) for the mass operator, we can transform the 
right side of the preceding relation into 

\' r- ie2 1-s 1 .1 dr J d'z2'1jlp(ziA) . .ft (z,z2 IA)'Ijlp(z2 IA)= ---- ~ d'k-.--. 
(~I (2:n:) 4 ep r~~ k'+le' 

x--~~Q~,~·,(~P~·P_+~k~)-~~~ 
(p + k + 2ffin><zp- rffin) 2 - m'2 + ie" ' 

e',e//---+-+0; 

(28) 
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Qr,r(p,p + k) = 2(m2 - kp)B':,(p,p + k) 

-21 nk eap- eak \B:~r(P, p + k)- e'a'( 1 + +np k ). B~r(p, P + k) 
\ np I np n 

+ e2a2 [2 + nk(~----, -+1-k ) l s;,~(p, p + k); 
np np n · · - {29) 

B;'; (p, p + k) = L_,"(xp- Xp+k)L_,v(Y.p- X pH). 

We separate the imaginary part of the function 
(Ep1l = Re Ep1 J - irh0 ). For the radiative width 

r~0 we obtain the formula 

10 a 1 t;" \' { 1 Q k) r p =- 4rr e;; ·~~oo .l dk rn r,r (p, p + 

Xil[(p+k+2,mx2p-rum)2 -m''lk~-Jkl +.[ - 1 
2 , ,., 

[(p+k-rwe1) +m 2 ]·· 

• Q,,, (p, P + k) II (ko2 - k') Jlk~rffi-lh-[(Ihk-rffin)'+m"]"•} ' 
j5 = p + 2wm<zp. 

(30) 

In the derivation of this relation we used the results of 
Appendix 2, and also the formula 

1 1 
---:- = P-- inb(x)r e-+ + 0. 
x+!e x 

Expression {30) is calculated in the approximation 

w 
-~1. 
m 

.l!~.L~1, 
m 

(31) 

In this approximation, the second term in the curly 
brackets of (30) can be neglected (p0 = Ep > 0). In addi
tion, we use the approximate equalities (Jr(~) are Bes
sel functions): 

r;'l (xp- 'Xp+k) ~ J,(£), 

L~n (xp- "P+•) ~ 'h[l,+d(;) + /,_, (s)], 

L;'J (xr- xp+>) ~ '/,J,m+ '/dl,+z(s)+ J,_,(s)J, 
~ = --eak I w (np). 

(32) 

Retaining in the expression for rp1 J the largest terms, 
we obtain 

{2 (m2 - kp)B,.~~(p, p + k) + 2e2a2B,'; (p,p + k)} I" ~-i "' · 
[ rwnp l a 1 elal \2 

·o lkl + :oc---- ,~- -w. ----); 
ep + pek · 6 \ m (33) 

ek = k I I k I, "" = Po. 
If the electric component of the laser field has an in
tensity IE I~ 107 V /em and the frequency is w 
= 3 x 1015 sec-\ then the lifetime of the state with defi
nite quasi-energy is 

<p = 11r. ~ 6-10-' sec (34) 

4. INTEGRAL CROSS SECTION OF THE RESONANT 
COMPTON SCATTERING 

The radiative width of the state, calculated in the 
preceding section, will be used to estimate the integral 
Compton -scattering cross section. 

We consider a case in which the resonance condition 
Dr( -kf) = 0 is satisfied at fixed values of the 4-vectors 

kf and Pi· In order to calculate the probability at the 
resonance point, we shall make in the expression for 
Dr(-kf) the substitution Epi- Ei- ir. Then in the vi-

cinity of the resonant point Dr( -kf) will be replaced by 
Dr(-kf)- 2iqr. Corresponding to the separated reso
nance in the integral cross section is the expression 

r F(kt) . - -
a~ J dQkliDr(-kJ)I'+ 4m'f'' dQk1 =sm9d9d<p, (35) 

Here F(kf) is a certain function, the form of which can 
be readily established with the aid of relation (19). We 
choose a coordinate system in which the vector of the 
propagation direction of the laser beam is parallel to 
the z axis; in this system 8f =e. Let the angle 8f = e{ 
be the resonance angle. Owing to the smallness of the 
radiative width of the state r, the main contribution to 
the integral (3 5) is made by a small vicinity of the point 
ef = ef. Inasmuch as the function F(kf) is smooth, it 
can be taken outside the integral sign at 8f = e{. Since 
the function F(kf) is smooth, it can be taken outside the 
integral sign at ef = ef. As a result we can rewrite (3 5) 
in the form 

2n .x*+Ax 

a ~ ~ a;F ( k1 l 1 a 1~a·1 ~ ax -:-::-:--:--:-,..,.-~= 
x'-"x ID,(-kt)l 2 +4m2 f 2 

~ - 2~x 
~ ~ dcrF(kJ)Ie~a·--, x=cosef. x'=cosO/ . 

I f 4m'f' 
0 

(36) 

The quantity .o.x (which we shall call the resonance 
width) is chosen to satisfy the condition that the numer
ical value of the function [Dr(-kf) + 4m2 r 2]-1 at the 
points x = x* ± .6-x is half the resonant value (4m2 r 2 )-1 • 

Using (16a) we get (the angles ei> <Pi> and <Pf are as
sumed fixed) 

m r 
~x=---·-, 

SCl + (J}i rlr, 

I ~~ I d,.,= -(r+s)w-w,cosB,+ffi;-. -.sin 8;cos(<p;-cr1) , 
sm81 I (37) 

r~-,-1, k,=kl(8t,1Jl/), k;=k;(8;,rp;). 

In the derivation of this relation we expanded the func
tion Dr( -kf) in powers of .6-x and confined ourselves to 
the linear term. If for the chosen parameters (ei, e{, 
Wi, ... ) the quantity drs is zero or small compared 
with w, then it is necessary to retain in the expansion 
of Dr( -kf) terms of higher order in .6-x. 

In estimating the total scattering cross section we 
shall use the approximate equations (14a). The largest 
contribution to the scattering cross section in the ap
proximation (31) is made by the term with I r 1 1 = I r 2 1 

= 1, s = 0; then 

- ak; - akt 
COS<p;=--, COS!pj=-- (w;~wj~W). 

Ia I w; I a I WJ 

(38) 

We take further the angles ef and ei near 7T/2 and 
7T/4, respectively; then (d_Lo c:; 0.3w) 

:rt 1 m \ 3( e I a I )' a ro..o ~ro2\-, -- cos~i-
a. (1) m 

(39a) 

At an electric field intensity IE I c:; 105 V /em and a fre
quency w ~ 3 x 1015 sec-\ we have 
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(39b) 

To obtain a more accurate estimate for the total cross 
section it is necessary to calculate the corrections of 
the order ea and (ea)2 'in the functions fr r (see (13)). 

1 2 

These corrections, however, cannot change the order of 
magnitude of the cross section (39a), which is valid if 
the inequality e I a 1/ m « 1 is satisfied. Therefore the 
estimate presented for the cross section of the Compton 
scattering is valid at frequencies w » e IE 1/m (at 
lEI ~105 V/cm and w» 1010 sec- 1 ). 

Thus, the calculation shows that at the presently at
tainable intensities of the laser radiation the cross sec
tion of the resonant Compton scattering is larger by 
several orders of magnitude than the cross section of 
the usual Compton effect. We emphasize that resonant 
Compton scattering should be observed in scattering of 
incoherent radiation by an electron moving in the field 
of a coherent light beam. 

5. INTEGRAL CROSS SECTION OF RESONANT 
MOLLER SCATTERING 

In I we gave a numerical value of the differential 
cross section of Moller scattering at the resonance 
point. The infinity at resonance was eliminated by re
placing the free Green's function of the photon by a 
photon Green's function that takes into account the in
teraction with the field of the laser beam. No account 
was taken of the finite lifetime of the state with definite 
quasienergy. In this section we estimate the integral 
cross section of the Moller scattering with allowance 
for the radiation width of the state of the electron. 

Let us consider one of the denominators of (10) of I, 
for example, Bs = (pt - Pf - s 1k') 2• The substitutions 

1 

Ei- Ei - ir and Ef- E/ + ir transform this expres
sion into 

(40) 

Recognizing that in the nonrelativistic approximation we 
have the approximate equality '8 1 ""' 2e (s = o) we have, 
in succession (the notation is that of I) 

B,, = (fJ/- [Jt')'- 2s,k' Cfi,- 751):::::- 2 (P/)2 + 21 Ji/ II Ji1' I 0os 81 

1- 2s1•u (np1 -- np1)::::: 2 [2 (p/)2 (cos'S -1) 

+ s,ru( I P; [cos <P; -[Pt[ cosiPt)l, 

We put x = cos cpf. If resonance is observed when 

(41) 

x = x* = cos {i;/, then for a small deviation from reso
nance, x = x* + ~x, we get 

i, ~ r; <q;,, ~), iJ, = P't!<Pt, ~~), 
(42) 

IPt\:::::[p;[cosS (fors=O). 

The vector n is directed here along the z axis. To es
timat~ the resonance width, we choose the angles ;j!f 
and <Pi in the vicinity of 1T/2 and 7T/4, respectively. 
Then (42) yields 

B,,lx~x•+"x <=:= 2[P71Ax{-StW + IP~J/l'Z}. (43) 

From this we get for the resonance width ~x 

~x = 2s,r /II[PJI, w6 = fs,w -fp;f/l'2T. (44) 

This expression is valid when 6 ~ 1. With the aid of a 
relation similar to (36) we obtain the following estimate 
for the integral cross section of the Moller scattering 
(see relation (18) of I): 

(45) 

at an electric field intensity I E I ~ 105 V /em and a fre
quency w ~ 3 x 1015 sec-1 we get 

(46) 

In conclusion, the author thanks Ya. B. Zel'dovich 
for interest in the work and a fruitful discussion and 
V. M. Buimistrov for numerous remarks during the 
discussion of the paper. 

APPENDIX I 

We present some of the relations used in the paper 
for the bispinors: 

Upa,aUpa, = a!!_6a,a, 

+ - - --Upa!n+a+anu.pcr2 = 

Ep 

2a'np 
---6a 1os 

8p 

(;;,2 =0, ep>O). 
(A1.1) 

The bispinors satisfy the following orthogonality and 
normalization conditions: 

m 
Upo 1 Upo~ = -6o-1CJ 2 • 

Sp 

(Al.2) 

APPENDIX II 

We calculate the integral (c', £"- +0) 
too 

X= ~ dk0 s:,: (p,p + k) 

1 (A2.1) 
X k'+ie' (p + k + 2x2pwn- rcun)'- m'2 + ie" · 

To this end, we represent the function B~j(p, p + k) (29) 
in the form ' 

+n 
B':,~ (p, p + k) = ( 2~) 2 _.:\, d<p 1 d<p2 e"I~·H•I cos" <rt cos' <p2 

X exp 1 [ x1v (sin <p1 + sin <p2 ) + x2p (sin 2<p1 + sin 2<p2) + __!i!1_ ], 
np+nk ·. 

ea(p + k) e'a' (A2.2) 
~(k) =- ·---(sin<p, +sinrpz)+--(sin2<pt +sin2<pz). 

w Sw 

Let us consider the expression (we close the integration 
contour in the upper half -plane) 

- [ i~(k) ln x<n) = s dko --. ---:-
-= np + nk + !S . 

1 
X ------

k2+ is' (p + k + 2wnx2 p- rwn) 2 - m'2 + ie" 

= Z:ni{--1-[ i~(k) ln 
- 2[ k I np + nk + i,; . 
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X 1 -~1 
(p + k + 2wnx,"- rwn) 2 - m'' + ie" h,~-1 >cl 

+ 1 [ i~(k) ln 
-2[(p+k-rwn)'+m'']'i• - np+nk+ie-

(A2.3) 

Using (A2.2) and (A2.3), we get 

1 :1-R 
X = --2 ) dcp1 dcp, exp { ir ( Qlt + cp,)} cos" <p1 cosv cp, 

(2:rc) _, (A2.4) 
~ 1 

X exp i [x1p (sin cp1 +sin cp2) + x2p(sin 2<p1 +sin 2'1'2)] lim ~-X<n) 
e-.+0 n=O n! 
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